New Uniform Guidance (UG) Resources and Training Session

ELLA CHRISTIANSEN
Research Affairs Financial Management (RAFM) has created a new webpage to provide the research community with a dedicated repository of information on the Uniform Guidance (UG).

June 9 Monthly Lunch & Learn Seminar

SANDRA FIGUEROA
Research Affairs would like to invite you to the June 9 Lunch & Learn Seminar, Statistically Speaking – Navigating the Statistics and LLU Resources Related to your Research. Presented by Udo Oyoyo. The seminar will be held in the Research...

3 Revised LLUH Research Policies

TRINA BECKWITH
Effective December 26, 2014, the rules related to federally-sponsored awards have changed. These modifications are due to the federal government’s efforts to more effectively focus federal resources on improving performance and outcomes while...

IRB goes green: fewer copies requested

ANU DIEKMANN
Only 4 paper copies (1 original and 3 copies) will be required for all Full Board submissions, not 28!

Researcher's Alert main page and archived stories now live

SHERIE DONAHUE
All Researcher’s Alert stories from 2012 until present are now housed in a myLLU community in order to create an archive of easily searchable stories for the investigators.
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